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abstract: Explaining the “prior-residence effect” (automatic owner
status of individuals who arrived first in an area) was one of the very
first applications of game theory in animal behavior. These models,
however, predict paradoxical solutions where intruders always win,
with no satisfactory explanation for the absence of such cases in
nature. We propose a solution based on new developments in evolutionary game theory. A self-consistent model with feedbacks between individual behavior and population dynamics produces qualitatively different frequency-dependent selection on intruders
(floaters) than on territory owners. Starting with an ancestral population with no respect for ownership, the most likely evolutionary
end point is complete or partial respect. Conventional rules of conflict resolution thus can rely on “uncorrelated asymmetries” without
differences in resource-holding power or territory value, although
they will be strengthened by such differences. We also review the
empirical literature on animal contests, testing whether asymmetries
in resource-holding power are required to explain the observations.
Despite much empirical effort, results remain inconclusive, because
experiments are often unable to distinguish between the motivation
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of individuals to fight and the behavioral outcome of a contest. To
help arrive at conclusive answers, we suggest a standardized empirical
approach to quantify prior-residence effects.
Keywords: animal contests, ownership respect, prior-residence effect,
self-consistent game theory, territoriality.

The animal kingdom provides countless examples of the
“prior-residence effect,” the fact that individuals who arrived somewhere first appear to have a “psychological”
advantage when competing over resources in that area.
First-arrived individuals are more likely to win fights
(some recent studies are Kemp and Wiklund 2004; Lefevre
and Muehter 2004; Okada and Miyatake 2004; Switzer
2004; see table A1 in the online edition of the American
Naturalist for a complete list), or alternatively, their ownership of the resources may go completely uncontested
(e.g., Davies 1978; Baugh and Forester 1994; Turner 1994).
Taxa in which prior-residence effects have been found
range from sea urchins to mammals (see table A1), and
the effect offers a powerful explanation of territorial contest resolution. In a situation where other individuals respect ownership, the owner can concentrate on more useful activities than resource defense, such as breeding.
But why should respect for ownership evolve? This question was one of the first applications of game theory to
investigate animal behavior. Early hawk-dove games predicted that aggression (playing “hawk”) can be selected
against, given sufficient costs of fighting (Maynard Smith
and Price 1973). Applying the hawk-dove idea to territorial
behavior requires defining a role asymmetry: one of the
individuals is an owner, the other an intruder. Consequently, the list of strategies (hawk, dove) gains a new
addition, the “bourgeois” strategy, in which an individual
behaves aggressively only when in the owning role (Maynard Smith and Parker 1976). Indeed, the bourgeois strategy can be stable, and the outcome is termed an “uncorrelated asymmetry” (Maynard Smith and Parker 1976;
Maynard Smith 1982): the difference between the players
(owner vs. intruder) is sufficient to resolve the conflict
despite the lack of correlation with fighting ability, value
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of the resource to the individual, or any other effect that
could bias the game in favor of one of the players. The
uncorrelated-asymmetry hypothesis hence proposes that
fights are settled based on purely conventional roles: it is
cheaper for both players to adopt the convention that
owners are respected simply because they are owners than
to challenge the convention and end up in numerous fights
as a consequence.
But the analysis of the ownership game reveals a strange
feature, once one notices that the roles are mere arbitrary
labels that allow settling the contest. There is nothing about
the labels “owner” and “intruder” that make the owner
the one more likely to adopt the role of the more aggressive
player: the contest could be equally well settled by any
other easily observable asymmetry, for example, “the
player who is facing the sun plays dove.” To make matters
worse, there are reasons why intruders in particular could
be expected to be aggressive: if they cannot reproduce at
all without a territory, they have very little to lose (Grafen
1987). For these reasons, it is essential to include the antibourgeois strategy, where owners always retreat (play
“dove”) and intruders take their place (through playing
hawk), in the set of possible strategies. The outcome is
startling: antibourgeois is an evolutionarily stable strategy
(ESS) exactly when bourgeois is too (Maynard Smith 1982;
see table A2 in the online edition of the American Naturalist). Because the behavior predicted by this alternative
appears counterintuitive, this solution is called the “paradoxical ESS,” as opposed to the “commonsense” nature
of the bourgeois strategy (Maynard Smith and Parker 1976;
Maynard Smith 1982).
The current consensus is that the uncorrelatedasymmetry hypothesis does not perform well as an explanation of territorial behavior (e.g., Hardy 1998). This is
not only because of the strange duality it predicts between
paradoxical and commonsense strategies. When looking
closely, one usually finds some feature of individuals that
is consistently different between resource owners and intruders, be it resource-holding power (RHP; e.g., Lindström
1992; Lozano 1994; Kemp and Wiklund 2001; Pryke and
Andersson 2003)—which sometimes is causally enhanced
through ownership, for example, when basking butterflies
warm up in the sun (Stutt and Willmer 1998; but see Kemp
and Wiklund 2004)—or the value of a territory, which again
can increase with time spent as a territory owner (as argued
by, e.g., Krebs [1982]; Tobias [1997]; Stokkebo and Hardy
[2000]). This means that one does not have to rely on
uncorrelated asymmetries as a solution.
On the other hand, some theoretical work aims to show
that uncorrelated asymmetries do not necessarily predict
this strange duality, but certain mechanisms ensure that
the commonsense strategy prevails, for example, repeated
interactions (Mesterton-Gibbons 1992), errors in decision

making (Morrell and Kokko 2003), or physiological correlations between ways of responding to draws versus
losses (Morrell and Kokko 2005). However, a closer look
reveals that these cases always include some a priori assumption that makes owners more likely to win fights:
Mesterton-Gibbons (1992) predefines a probability 11/2
that owners win, Morrell and Kokko (2003) assume that
errors make fight outcomes correlate with true fighting
ability, and the physiological correlations assumed by Morrell and Kokko (2005) have a similar effect. Thus, one
could conclude—as, for example, Mesterton-Gibbons
(1992) has done—that ownership as a pure convention
does not work, in the sense of being able to predict commonsense solutions of ownership respect; some correlated
asymmetries are always needed, perhaps together with cognitive mechanisms that allow assessment of the opponent’s
strength (Parker and Rubenstein 1981).
Here our aim is to challenge this consensus, based on
theoretical considerations as well as an investigation of the
way empirical tests are conducted. Regarding theoretical
developments, we will show that game theory can, after
all, produce models based on uncorrelated asymmetries
that produce respect for ownership. The key is to make
models self-consistent (Houston et al. 2005; Houston and
McNamara 2006); self-consistent models are also called
“ecogenetic” models (Eshel and Sansone 1995) or models
with eco-evolutionary feedback (Le Galliard et al. 2005).
The rationale is as follows. It is not logically consistent to
analyze a game where the value of a territory and costs of
fighting are constants V and C, respectively. For example,
if fights are frequent, the value of a territory must necessarily decline, because challenges occur more often
(Eshel and Sansone 1995; Houston and McNamara 2006).
Likewise, the same costs of fighting must lead to a shorter
life span if fights are very frequent; and if mortality is high
in the population as a whole, a nonaggressive strategy that
simply waits for a vacancy must perform relatively better,
since territorial turnover is high.
By explicitly investigating all the options awaiting individuals throughout their lifetime, our models are made
self-consistent, but they also incorporate Maynard Smith’s
(1982, p. 96) idea of “infinite regress.” This argument has
been used to explain away paradoxical strategies: if such
a strategy really did prevail, there would be no time left
for breeding because population members keep moving
around, finding new places to settle only to be soon replaced by another individual. However, the exact consequences of an infinite regress have never been formally
quantified; thus, its ability to remove paradoxical solutions
has not been put under test. Here we provide a model
that allows an infinite regress to take place (within the
limits of the lifetime of individuals and their mobility) and
calculates the consequent reproductive rates, using the as-
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Self-Consistent Games of Territoriality
sumption that individuals can reproduce until they are
displaced by another. After developing self-consistent
models of territory ownership with and without resourceholding power differences, we comment on the empirical
literature on correlated and uncorrelated asymmetries and
give recommendations for future research.
Modeling Territorial Behavior with
Population-Level Feedbacks
Our aim is to provide a self-consistent account of the aggressiveness of owners and intruders and to see if we can
predict respect for ownership such that intruders are less
aggressive than owners upon encounter. Grafen (1987)
pointed out that when predicting the behavior of an intruder, one should consider how “desperate” it might be:
what are the options available if it does not fight for the
contested resource? However, Grafen’s argument does not
immediately predict a difference in the aggression of owners
and intruders. Being desperate merely increases the payoff
difference between having or not having the resource, but
this applies to owners who might lose the resource as well
as to intruders who might gain it (table A2).
However, taking into account population dynamics could
change the situation. A nonbreeding intruder (often called
a “floater”; Zack and Stutchbury 1992) will find itself in a
more relaxed situation if territory owners often succumb
to death: simply waiting for a vacancy to arise might then
be enough. This must be evaluated against the floater’s own
survival prospects during the appropriate time. More important still, variables such as the rates of finding vacancies
will not be fixed for each species but will themselves evolve;
for example, if many floaters kill themselves by fighting
aggressively, it might become relatively better to wait, because the numbers of competitors will be lower.
Here we examine the dynamics of floating and breeding
with population-level feedback. After solving the model
with no RHP differences, we introduce variation in RHP,
to see how differences in fighting ability influence the distribution of commonsense versus paradoxical outcomes.
This allows us to examine theoretically the hypothesis that
ownership is respected because strong individuals tend to
accumulate as owners (Parker 1974; Leimar and Enquist
1984; Alcock and Bailey 1997; Kemp and Wiklund 2004).
Evolutionarily Stable Behavior with
No Differences in RHP
We begin the description of the model by defining the
possible strategies. We consider a population consisting of
breeders (territorial owners) and nonterritorial floaters. If
these meet (according to rules defined below), the owner
and floater can each play “daring” or “careful.” These
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correspond to hawks and doves in older models. The strategy is described by the probabilities that an individual plays
daring if it is a territorial owner or a floater. For brevity,
we call the probability of playing daring the “aggressiveness” of an individual, denoted x for owners and y for
floaters. A daring floater is an intruder willing to fight,
while a daring owner defends his territory aggressively. If
only one individual of the two plays daring, it takes over
the territory. If neither is daring, either player obtains the
territory with probability 1/2, and the other one leaves. If
both are daring, a fight ensues. In this section, we assume
no RHP asymmetry, so that one of the players (the winner)
obtains the territory and the other one (the loser) leaves,
again with probabilities 1/2.
We now define the parameters that are fixed for a population (Greek letters in table A3 in the online edition of
the American Naturalist). We assume that breeding occurs
continuously. Time units are scaled such that territory
owners produce one offspring per time unit. Territory
owners have a background mortality rate of mT; this rate
excludes deaths associated with fights. Because owners produce offspring at a rate 1 and floaters do not produce
offspring, m T ! 1 will be necessary to avoid population
extinction. Newborn individuals become nonbreeding
floaters, who can then either fill territories vacated by the
death of the territory owner or obtain territories by usurping the current owner. The background mortality of floaters (excluding deaths associated with fights) equals mF.
If an owner dies, the nearest floater takes over the vacancy. We assume that in addition to encountering possible
vacant territories, floaters sample v occupied territories per
time unit and that they meet the territory owner every
time they sample such a territory. If both individuals then
play daring, a fight ensues.
Fights can be lethal for the loser, who will die as a result
of the fight with probability d. The background mortality
rates mT and mF, the lethal injury probability d, and the
rate of territory inspection v are the only parameters that
take fixed values for each population. There are additional
population parameters whose values depend on the behavior of population members; we call these “feedback
parameters.” Such parameters are the number of floaters
per territory owner (denoted n) and the total mortality
rates of territory owners (mT) and floaters (mF). When
necessary, we will use notations such as n(x, y) to indicate
dependence on population strategies. For brevity, however,
we usually use the shorter notation n. To make it clear
which parameters are fixed in a population and which ones
evolve with the strategy played, we have used Greek letters
to denote fixed values and Latin characters for parameters
and variables that respond to the strategy in use in the
population (see table A3 for a list of notation).
The total mortality rate of owners increases with the
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relative number of potential intruders n and their rate of
territory inspection v, because intruders cause fights that
can be lethal (with probability d). Because an inspection
causes a fight with probability xy and the probability of
losing is 1/2, the total mortality of owners equals
mT p mT ⫹

xynvd
.
2

(1)

The total mortality rate of floaters, mF, is derived similarly,
but the rate of territory inspection is v per floater; thus,
mF p mF ⫹

xyvd
.
2

(2)

The number of floaters per territory, n, increases at a rate
of 1 per time unit through births and decreases at a rate
mFn through deaths of floaters and at a rate mT because
of floaters either finding vacancies created by the death of
the territorial or taking over territories of owners who died
in the contest. Note that floaters can become territorials
through usurpation of an owner, but in cases of no mortality, this does not change the net number of floaters, and
the associated deaths are taken into account in the total
mortality rates. At equilibrium, the number of floaters, n,
does not change over time:
dn
p 1 ⫺ m Fn ⫺ m T p 0.
dt

(3)

This gives the equilibrium number of floaters per territory,
np

1 ⫺ mT
1 ⫺ mT
p
.
mF
m F ⫹ vxyd

(4)

The rate at which an individual floater finds and occupies
vacant territories is again a feedback parameter,

vp

mT
.
n

(5)

Evolutionary Equilibria and Their Stability Conditions. We
can derive the following results (the derivation and the
exact values for all criteria are detailed in app. B in the
online edition of the American Naturalist):
1. No ESS exists where owners play a mixed strategy
(0 ! x ∗ ! 1).
2. The only possible ESS of the form {0, y∗} is the pure
paradoxical strategy {0, 1}.
From results 1 and 2, it follows that the only possible
equilibria are the paradoxical equilibrium {0, 1}, a “no
respect” equilibrium (i.e., all individuals always fight) {1,

1}, the commonsense “complete-respect” equilibrium {1,
0}, and a semimixed “partial-respect” strategy where owners always defend, and floaters sometimes challenge them:
{1, y∗} with 0 ! y ∗ ! 1. While the partial-respect strategy
does not show full respect for ownership, it still has commonsense features: owners always defend their property,
and intruders at least sometimes retreat without challenging them. It is noteworthy that the “hippie world” solution
{0, 0}, where resources are shared without aggression, is
never stable.
3. The commonsense complete-respect solution, where
owners defend their territories and intruders respect ownership, is an ESS when the background mortality of territory owners is large and fighting is risky.
4. The paradoxical solution, where owners retreat and
intruders replace them without fights, is an ESS when the
background mortality of breeders is high, that of floaters
is low, the number of territories they can inspect per unit
time v is high, and fight costs are high. In this case, reproductive values of owners and floaters do not differ from
each other hugely: an owner does not lose as much from
stepping down as it would under different circumstances.
5. As in solution 3, the no-respect solution, where individuals always fight when meeting each other (x p
y p 1), is an ESS when the background mortality of floaters is high, breeder mortality is low, and floaters do not
encounter new territories quickly. These conditions imply
that floaters are “desperadoes”: breeding possibilities are
rarely encountered, and floaters are short-lived and thus
in a hurry. This equilibrium also becomes more likely if
fight costs d are low.
6. The semimixed partial-respect ESS with x ∗ p 1,
0 ! y ∗ ! 1 can be stable, and the value of y∗ is given in
appendix B. The degree of respect increases (i.e., floater
aggression decreases) with the costs of fighting, the rate
of territory encounter, and the background mortality of
breeders. When the mixed equilibrium exists, it always
coexists with the paradoxical equilibrium.
We also show (app. B) that the conditions that stabilize
the commonsense equilibrium are also sufficient to make
the paradoxical ESS exist. The converse is not true.
Evolutionary Trajectories with or without Variation in
RHP. The previous section showed that full or partial respect can be evolutionarily stable, but such solutions always coexist with the paradoxical equilibrium: introducing
population feedback does not destroy the paradoxical
strategy. The paradoxical strategy, on the other hand, can
exist without coexisting with a “respectful” strategy. This
seems to suggest that population feedback is of little use
when explaining the prevalence of respect for ownership
in nature. However, it is clearly of interest to ask which
ESS is reached from various starting conditions: the basins
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of attraction—that is, the regions of initial values (x, y)
from which evolution proceeds to each equilibrium—are
not necessarily equally large for the various ESSs. One must
additionally evaluate how biologically likely each starting
point {x, y} is for the initial evolution of territoriality. It
makes little sense to consider starting values that can never
be stable and are thus unlikely to be reached at any point
during evolution (such as hippie world, {0, 0}).
Our numerical procedure for calculating evolutionary
trajectories is outlined in appendix B. In this section, we
also provide an extension of the ESS analysis by relaxing
the assumption that there are no differences in individuals’
fighting abilities. The possibility that high-RHP individuals
tend to accumulate as owners was already proposed by
Parker (1974) to explain ownership respect, but to our
knowledge it has not been properly developed theoretically.
In that case, residency itself will convey information about
relative RHP. We include this in our model by assuming
that individuals can fall into two categories: they are either
strong or weak fighters. This trait is randomly determined
at birth (we assume no heritability of the character), with
a proportion p of individuals born strong.
Because we are interested in whether differences in fighting ability can lead to general respect for ownership such
that ownership functions as the sole cue that settles conflicts,
we assume that individuals know only their status as floater
or owner. The status can, of course, correlate with fighting
ability, and the evolutionary success of strategies is calculated accordingly. In contests between two individuals of
the same fighting ability, the fight leads to victory or loss
and possible death as in the previous section. If a strong
and a weak individual fight, the strong one wins with probability (1 ⫹ a)/2, where a describes fight predictability, that
is, the degree to which strength gives an advantage in fights.
If a p 0, outcomes are randomly determined, and the
model then becomes identical to the “no-RHP-difference”
model developed in the previous section, whereas with
a p 1, the stronger contestant invariably wins.
When a p 0 (i.e., no RHP differences), the numerical
procedure shows that the various ESSs can be reached by
evolution (fig. 1). If one considers that the most relevant
starting point for an ancestral population is one in which
respect for ownership has not yet evolved and resources
are always contested (no respect; x p y p 1 in the upper
right corner of both panels in fig. 1), evolution either stays
at no respect (fig. 1A) or proceeds to the equilibrium with
partial respect of ownership rather than the paradoxical
equilibrium.
Figure 1 shows only the solutions for one particular
choice of values of population parameters (mortalities and
efficiency of territorial sampling). However, its results are
not an isolated example. To obtain an overview of how
commonly evolution can lead to paradoxical versus com-
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monsense strategies when starting from no respect, we
checked 1,000 random choices for parameter values: parameter values were randomly picked from an even distribution that ranged between 0 and 1 for the parameters
mT, mF, and d and between 0 and 10 for v. Then we calculated the evolutionary trajectory, starting from x p 1,
y p 1. In 398 cases, the population stayed at the norespect equilibrium. In 592 cases, the evolutionary end
point was commonsense or partially commonsense, and
in a mere 10 cases, the paradoxical solution evolved. In
these 10 paradoxical cases, mean floater mortality was only
0.0153, and the baseline mortality of owners was, on average, 44 times that of floaters (range 1.43–114.6). We may
conclude that evolution can proceed from no respect toward the paradoxical ESS, but this appears to require an
extremely unlikely mortality pattern where territory owners suffer vastly higher mortality than floaters.
Figure 2A depicts a typical result in the absence of RHP
differences, while figure 2B (with a p 1) adds these differences. It is clear that differences in fighting ability make
intruders more careful: because strong owners have accumulated in the territorial population and weak fighters
have often lost fights, floaters are more likely to be weak
than owners. At the equilibrium x ∗ p 1 and y ∗ p 0.23,
94% of owners are strong, compared with 48% of floaters
(calculations follow app. B). Floaters therefore enjoy
smaller expected payoffs from engaging in a fight than
they do in figure 2A, which explains their greater reluctance. However, the difference between figure 2A and figure 2B is quantitative rather than qualitative: in both cases,
evolution proceeds toward a partial-respect equilibrium,
and the only difference is in the value of y∗.
How powerful are RHP differences in producing qualitatively different outcomes? For example, can they switch
the territorial system from the no-respect state to one with
respect for ownership, either partial or complete? Figure 3
shows the effect of fight predictability a on the evolutionary
end point when evolution begins in the no-respect state. In
all cases of figure 3, owners always defend their property,
and increasing a makes intruders less aggressive (i.e., decreases y∗). This includes qualitative changes; for example,
when d p 0.35, no respect changes to partial respect, with
y ∗ p 0.78, while a increases from 0 to 1 (fig. 3).
Nevertheless, partial respect in the above example is not
very strong—78% of intruders still challenged the owner.
Overall, figure 3 shows that the influence of RHP differences is fairly slight. Solutions are never paradoxical in
figure 3, even if we assume no RHP differences (at a p
0), and the lines delimiting different solutions are vertical
or close to vertical in most parts of figure 3, which indicates
that predictability of fight outcomes, a, merely slightly
shifts regions of different solutions toward less frequent
challenges by intruders; in other words, RHP differences
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Figure 1: Evolutionary trajectories of the feedback model without RHP differences. Dots mark stable equilibria. Dotted lines describe evolution
toward the paradoxical strategy, solid lines evolution toward any other kind. A, Fighting carries fairly low mortality risk (d p 0.1 ), leading to two
evolutionary end points: the paradoxical strategy or the no-respect equilibrium. Other parameters: v p 10 , mT p mF p 0.5 . B, Fighting carries high
mortality risk (d p 0.5), which makes no respect unstable and partial respect stable. Other parameters are as in A.
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Figure 2: Comparison of model with and without RHP differences. A, No RHP differences and parameters v p 10 , mT p 1.0 , and mF p 1.2 lead
to partial respect being stable in a similar vein as in figure 1. At this equilibrium, intruders challenge owners in approximately 40% of encounters.
B, Assuming RHP differences with a p 1 , p p 0.5 leads to similar evolutionary trajectories, but there is now more respect: intruders challenge
owners less often, in approximately 23% of encounters, than in A. Other parameters are as in A.
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Figure 3: Evolutionary end points when evolution starts in the no-respect state (x p y p 1 ). Types of solutions are derived with varying values of
fight predictability a, as indicated on the y-axis, and varying values of (A) fighting cost d, (B) territory encounter rate v, (C) breeder mortality mT,
and (D) floater mortality mF, as indicated on each x-axis. Parameters, where not varied, are d p 0.4 , v p 5 , mF p mT p 0.1 , and p p 0.5 . The graph
divides the parameter space into regions: “NR” indicates that the evolutionary end point is no respect, x∗ p y∗ p 1 , and “CR” that it is complete
respect, x∗ p 1, y∗ p 0. In any other region, the solution features partial respect, with the numbers indicating contour lines for the evolutionarily
stable aggressiveness of intruders, y∗.

introduce a slightly stronger tendency to respect ownership. The tendency per se was already introduced by the
feedback model with no RHP differences.

Discussion
The prior-residence effect was first reported by Davies
(1978), who observed territorial contests in speckled
wood butterflies Pararge aegeria. Since then, it has been
found in a multitude of species (see table A1 for examples), and we are aware of only two species in which
the paradoxical solution (i.e., intruders attack and residents retreat systematically) has been observed: a social

spider Oecobius civitas (Burgess 1976; but see MestertonGibbons and Adams 1998) and the captive goldeye fish
Hiodon alosoides (Fernet and Smith 1976). Clearly, this
means that game theoretical models of animal contests
cannot be taken seriously unless they are able to predict
the extreme rarity of paradoxical solutions. Previous solutions have relied on assumptions such as cognitive capabilities allowing RHP assessment (Parker and Rubenstein 1981). Our reanalysis of old hawk-dove games,
using self-consistent modeling of population processes,
explains why paradoxical solutions are unlikely to develop in nature, regardless of how developed the cognitive
machinery is. Frequency dependence operates differently
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for intruders and for owners, and this has both theoretical and empirical consequences.
Regarding theoretical advances of applications of game
theory in animal behavior, it is increasingly being realized
that payoffs cannot be considered fixed parameters: when
behavior evolves, not only does the expected behavior of
a conspecific individual change, but the numbers of conspecific competitors, mates, etc., typically change, too (Le
Galliard et al. 2005; López-Sepulcre and Kokko 2005;
Houston and McNamara 2006). In other words, the ecological setting in which a population finds itself depends
on the strategies used in the population. Here we have
applied self-consistency to the very first problem—aggression and resource defense—where game-theoretic
logic was introduced to the study of animal behavior.
Eshel and Sansone (1995) argue that fights lead to owners and intruders swapping roles in a way that maintains
the arbitrary nature of these roles and that paradoxical
solutions can thus prevail. This echoes the argument of
our table A2, where both intruders and owners compare
the same values of winning, V, and getting injured in a
fight, C; hence, they experience the same payoffs. This logic
does not hold, however, when population feedback is taken
into account: it changes the payoffs of the game as aggressiveness levels change, mediated via population density
and the number of vacancies present.
The consequences differ for floaters and owners. The
best option for a floater can change from “challenge” to
“do not challenge” when floaters become more aggressive:
more fights in the population mean that fellow floaters
die more often, thus shortening the wait to find an available territorial vacancy. The less risky option of nonaggressive waiting therefore becomes better, creating negative frequency dependence on the floater strategy and
stabilizing a mixed strategy for floaters. (The argument
would become stronger still had we allowed owners to die
after the fight even if they won it; increased aggressiveness
would then imply more vacancies created this way.) Owners, on the other hand, do not experience negative frequency dependence: they should never switch from “defend” to “do not defend” when daring owners become
more prevalent in the population. More fighting means
that the number of floaters decreases, which makes it more,
rather than less, beneficial for owners to be aggressive: the
value of a territory that is rarely challenged is higher and
should be defended more.
Population feedback can therefore generate ownerintruder asymmetries in behavior without a need to assume that owners are a priori more likely to win. This
improves the realism of game theory models, as does the
fact that we often predict partial respect, where breeders
usually enjoy ownership rights but these are sometimes
contested and takeovers may take place. Complete respect
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begs the question of why intruders should intrude at all
if they always retreat (Grafen 1987), a problem not present
in solutions featuring partial respect.
To empiricists, our most important message is that evidence for asymmetries between owners and intruders does
not rule out that an underlying uncorrelated asymmetry
has a strong influence on ownership evolution. The prevailing interpretation is that the prior-residence effect is
not a sign of a pure convention, as proposed by Maynard
Smith and Parker (1976). Rather, it is viewed a consequence of residence being correlated to asymmetries in
competitive ability or value of the resource (e.g., Stokkebo
and Hardy 2000). It has been suggested (Kemp and Wiklund 2001) that the role of conventions must be minor,
because careful examination almost always reveals some
asymmetry between owners and intruders in either RHP
or the value of the territory. Together with the possibility
of RHP assessment (Parker and Rubenstein 1981), asymmetries then appear sufficient to explain the ownerintruder asymmetry in strategies. For example, Kemp and
Wiklund (2004) reexamined prior-residence effects in the
speckled wood butterfly (the same species used by Davies
[1978]) in a carefully controlled experimental setting.
Through a clever series of experimentation, they found
evidence supporting the idea that more intrinsically aggressive males accumulate as residents, which could then
explain the prior-residence effect, too.
Our figure 3 suggests that RHP differences can play
some role: solutions can incorporate differences in fighting
ability and the accumulation of strong owners, and this
strengthens ownership respect to some extent. Yet this does
not mean that the signal of the underlying convention is
absent, since predictions regarding ownership respect remain qualitatively similar if RHP differences diminish and
vanish (fig. 3). Certainly, the results of controlled experiments such as those by Kemp and Wiklund (2004) are
not compatible with partial- or complete-respect solutions
in our model without RHP differences. However, we also
predict that no respect can prevail as a stable solution,
and, perhaps surprisingly, the results of Kemp and Wiklund can be completely reconciled with our approach if
they are described as a no-respect solution with RHP differences. This solution is found in figure 3 under a wide
set of parameter values. Under such a scenario, we would
predict no difference in the willingness to initiate fights
(which can be termed the “motivation” to fight, sensu
Härdling et al. 2004), while the observed fight outcomes
can be biased toward owners winning if strong individuals
have accumulated in the owner population. Kemp and
Wiklund (2004) reported that contests always ensued immediately; thus, their results regarding motivation are consistent with this interpretation.
This difference between fight initiation and fight out-
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come highlights a large gap between empirical and theoretical approaches. Theoretical studies typically model the
evolution of fighting strategies (motivational aspects, i.e.,
whether to attack or retreat), while most empirical studies
record the outcome of those fights (i.e., who is observed
to win). Although the outcome of a fight will be determined partly by the strategy (motivation) of both opponents (and some studies show a correlation between them;
Grossman 1980; Mayr and Berger 1992; Chellappa et al.
1999; Maan et al. 2001), observing only fight outcomes is
not sufficient to distinguish between strategies. For example, intruders are sometimes predicted to fight even
when their chances to win are low (Grafen 1987). If one
were to measure contest outcome in such a system, residents would win most of the time, suggesting a priorresidence effect, even if the intruder’s strategy showed no
respect for ownership at all.
While it is simple to define strategies of “intention” or
motivation in theoretical models, it is far from easy to
detect them in nature. If conflicts are solved by the convention “resident wins,” most of those interactions are
likely to be missed, since floaters end up not challenging
resource owners at all (Grafen 1987). In fact, once a fight
is observed, one can interpret that it occurred because both
resident and floater have played daringly, and the task of
the empiricist is then to try to assess the fraction of encounters that led to such a challenge. Most empirical studies, however, focus only on realized fights. For example,
in a study investigating fighting tactics in mouthbrooding
cichlid fish Oreochromis mossambicus, Turner (1994) excluded from the analyses all cases where fights did not
occur because of intruders retreating—which added up to
95% of the total cases. Clearly, the respect of ownership
becomes much more impressive if such cases are included.
Other studies have applied similar selection criteria (e.g.,
Harvey and Corbet 1986; Bridge et al. 2000). A focus only
on realized fights leads to a dilution of the importance of
respect for prior ownership, which gives another reason
why the role of conventions may remain underappreciated.
Naturally, empiricists need to be aware of possible misassessments of the opposite kind, too: not all intrusions
that end up in the intruder fleeing were meant to be territorial challenges in the first place (Grafen 1987).
We appreciate, of course, the complications that arise
when trying to detect the historical evolutionary pathway.
RHP differences or value asymmetries exist in many systems, often together with an appropriate assessment mechanism (Parker and Rubenstein 1981), and detecting “which
came first” may require phylogenetically controlled comparative approaches. Most studies where residency is tested
against RHP conclude that competitive ability (RHP) is a
stronger determinant of fight outcome than residency. Evidence supporting strong prior-residence effects is most

often found in three scenarios (see table A1 for a more
detailed list of studies): first, when individuals are more
or less matched in size (e.g., Hammerstein and Riechert
1988; Rosenberg and Enquist 1991; Stuart-Smith and Boutin 1994; Beaugrand et al. 1996; Petersen and Hardy 1996;
López and Martı́n 2001); second, when individuals with
a higher RHP tend to accumulate as residents (e.g., Lindström 1992; Alcock and Bailey 1997; Pratt et al. 2003; Pryke
and Andersson 2003); and third, when residence confers
a higher RHP—as is the case with resident butterflies being
warmer (Stutt and Willmer 1998) or in organisms that
defend burrows being in a better position to fight (e.g.,
Magnhagen and Kvarnemo 1989; Ranta and Lindström
1993; Jennions and Backwell 1996). This is in keeping with
our model, where RHP differences simply strengthen a
convention that already exists. In appendix B, we outline
an empirical method to quantify the effects of asymmetries
in the presence of an underlying convention.
It also remains to be tested whether conventions really
do arise through frequency dependence in the payoff structure, as assumed by our model. This poses obvious challenges: to study population-level feedback, one requires,
ideally, much more extensive information about the nature
of density-dependent population regulation than is usually
available (e.g., Kokko and Rankin 2006). However, differences in payoffs have been shown to correspond to
changes in individual behavior (Hammerstein and Riechert 1988), which suggests that such an approach could
prove extremely fruitful.
Further biological complexities certainly have the potential to influence the fitness prospects of a floater: learning can play a role in the development of ownership
(Stamps and Krishnan 1999, 2001; Morrell and Kokko
2003) as well as the possibility that intruders negotiate
some space for themselves by squeezing in between existing territories (Stamps and Krishnan 2001; Pereira et al.
2003; López-Sepulcre and Kokko 2005). Regarding such
additions, our modeling simply shows that a potentially
fundamental biological process strongly predisposes species to exhibit a prior-residence effect, even if no additional
respect-strengthening mechanisms (such as RHP assessment; Parker and Rubenstein 1981) exist in a particular
case. Together with the overwhelming ubiquity of the
prior-residence effect regardless of the nature of the resource, type of weaponry, and other biological details of
the diverse taxa in which such effects are reported (see
table A1), this suggests to us that the prior-residence effect
reflects a more fundamental biological process than a mere
assertion that some asymmetry or other is usually present
in animal populations.
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